Cal State LA (12-0-1, 7-0-1) -vs- Cal St. East Bay (2-12-0, 0-8-0)
10/27/2019 at Hayward (Pioneer Stadium)

Scoring Summary

Cautions and Ejections: 35:43 (YELLOW), #16 Antonio Rosas (CSL) 37:20 (YELLOW), #17 Jared Simarago (CSE) 81:39 (YELLOW), #11 Zack Mason (CSE)
00:00 Escalante, Juan Diego at goalie for Cal St. East Bay
00:00 Brems, Alex at goalie for Cal State LA
02:06 Foul on Mason, Zack.
05:31 Foul on Hester, Alec.
06:21 Shot by CSL Bjoershol, Morten, out top right.
08:01 Offside against Cal State LA.
09:19 Shot by CSE Simarago, Jared, bottom center, saved by Brems, Alex.
11:29 Shot by CSL Elizaga, David, bottom center, saved by Escalante, Juan Diego.
11:50 Shot by CSL Nogueira, Leonardo, bottom center, saved by Escalante, Juan Diego.
13:36 Foul on Alewine, D'Morea.
13:55 Shot by CSE Griffin, Tyson, bottom center, saved by Brems, Alex.
15:57 Foul on Nystrom, Kenji.
17:07 Foul on Mason, Zack.
17:29 Foul on Flora, Tommy.
22:13 CSE substitution: Ramos, Miles for Didomenico, Mateo.
22:41 Foul on Francisco, Michael.
23:14 Shot by CSE Nystrom, Kenji, bottom right, saved by Brems, Alex.
25:18 Shot by CSL Lindahl, Robin, out left.
27:50 Foul on Nogueira, Leonardo.
28:20 Shot by CSE Nystrom, Kenji, bottom right, saved by Brems, Alex.
29:36 Corner kick [29:36].
29:56 CSE substitution: Castro, Jacob for Flora, Tommy.
29:56 CSE substitution: Brown, Trevor for Ganev, Stoil.
30:44 CSL substitution: Garcia, Manuel for Simonis, Daniel.
30:44 CSL substitution: Tovar, Jose for Elizaga, David.
30:44 CSL substitution: Solli, Carl for Alewine, D'Morea.
30:44 CSL substitution: Hofmann, Ramon for Lindahl, Robin.
31:20 Corner kick [31:20].
32:01 Corner kick [32:01].
32:52 Corner kick [32:52].
33:19 Shot by CSL Bjoershol, Morten, out top.
33:31 Corner kick [33:31].
34:35 Shot by CSL Bjoershol, Morten.
35:02 Corner kick [35:02].
35:43 Yellow card on CSL Rosas, Antonio.
35:43 Shot by CSL Rosas, Antonio, bottom center, saved by Escalante, Juan Diego.
35:59 CSE substitution: Takada, Joe for Francisco, Michael.
36:40 Foul on Orellana, Jorge.
37:20 Yellow card on CSE Simarago, Jared.
40:21 Shot by CSL Orellana, Jorge.
40:33 Corner kick [40:33].
41:04 Shot by CSL Hofmann, Ramon, bottom center, saved by Escalante, Juan Diego.
42:42 Foul on Mason, Zack.
43:51 Shot by CSL Solli, Carl, bottom right, saved by Escalante, Juan Diego.
45:00 End of period [45:00].
45:00 Start of 2nd period [45:00].
FOR CSL: ; #18 Solli, Carl, #10 Elizaga, David, #1 Brems, Alex, #6 Njomo, Cyrille, #15 Orellana, Jose, #22 Bjoershol, Morten, #27 Orellana, Jorge, #20 Tovar, Jose, #4 Garcia, Manuel, #2 Zarate, Carlos, #16 Rosas, Antonio.
FOR CSE: ; #5 Hester, Alec, #17 Simarago, Jared, #1 Escalante, Juan Diego, #2 Griffin, Tyson, #8 Ganev, Stoil, #4 Nystrom, Kenji, #22 Brown, Trevor, #11 Mason, Zack, #18 Ramos, Miles, #20 Flora, Tommy, #24 Rahman, Ishmam.
45:00 CSE substitution: Ganev, Stoil for Takada, Joe.
45:00 CSE substitution: Flora, Tommy for Castro, Jacob.
45:00 CSL substitution: Elizaga, David for Hofmann, Ramon.
50:21 Corner kick [50:21].
50:47 Corner kick [50:47].
52:47 Corner kick [52:47].
58:20 Foul on Zarate, Carlos.
64:35 Shot by CSL Solli, Carl.
67:34 CSE substitution: Francisco, Michael for Flora, Tommy.
67:52 CSL substitution: Hofmann, Ramon for Elizaga, David.
Foul on Mason, Zack.
Shot by CSL Tovar, Jose.
Corner kick [70:09].
GOAL by CSL Rosas, Antonio Assist by Tovar, Jose.

Cal State LA 1, Cal St. East Bay 0

CSL substitution: Elizaga, David for Tovar, Jose.
CSL substitution: Alewine, D'Morea for Zarate, Carlos.
CSL substitution: Simonis, Daniel for Garcia, Manuel.
CSL substitution: Nogueira, Leonardo for Njomo, Cyrille.
CSL substitution: Lindahl, Robin for Hofmann, Ramon.

CSL substitution: Elizaga, David for Tovar, Jose.
CSL substitution: Alewine, D'Morea for Zarate, Carlos.
CSL substitution: Simonis, Daniel for Garcia, Manuel.
CSL substitution: Nogueira, Leonardo for Njomo, Cyrille.
CSL substitution: Lindahl, Robin for Hofmann, Ramon.

Shot by CSL Bjoershol, Morten, out top.
Foul on Alewine, D'Morea.
Shot by CSL Elizaga, David, bottom center, saved by Escalante, Juan Diego.
Offside against Cal State LA.
Offside against Cal St. East Bay.
Shot by CSL Lindahl, Robin, bottom left, saved by Escalante, Juan Diego.
Corner kick [76:48].
Shot by CSL Rosas, Antonio, out right.
Corner kick [79:02].
Shot by CSL Nogueira, Leonardo, out right.
Yellow card on CSE Mason, Zack.
Corner kick [81:56].
CSE substitution: Castro, Jacob for Rahman, Ishmam.
Shot by CSL Lindahl, Robin, out top.
Shot by CSL Lindahl, Robin, bottom center, saved by Escalante, Juan Diego.
Shot by CSL Elizaga, David, out top.
Foul on Nystrom, Kenji.
Shot by CSL Solli, Carl.
Corner kick [85:37].
Corner kick [85:45].
Corner kick [86:08].
Shot by CSL Lindahl, Robin, bottom right, saved by Escalante, Juan Diego.
Shot by CSL Elizaga, David.
End of period [90:00].